
These are the questions that were brought up during the 

February 2022 Open Board Meeting.

  

1. What is the percent of all housing allocated for rentals?

Of approximately 8,000 units within the Association’s purview, around 6% are rentals. This does not include the

apartments in the community which are part of commercial association, rather than the DCA. Additional

rental housing will exist in the future, particularly in the Town Center area near TRAX and the MVC. 

 

2. Will the Board consider requiring those who install solar panels to also include pigeon abatement?

The Association is limited by state law regarding restrictions we can apply to solar panel installations. If there is

an excessive amount of birds nesting or otherwise utilizing the shelter of the panels, it can be addressed as a

nuisance issue via the Covenants Enforcement after installation.

 

3. When is Harmon’s expected to open? Will there be other shops in the area?

Harmons tentative opening date is April 28, although supply chain issues may impact this. The current plans

include ~10 small retail spaces in the area.

 

4. I understand that Google Fiber is coming to South Jordan but not necessarily Daybreak. Has there been

any discussion about the possibility of switching from CenturyLink to Google Fiber? 

Daybreak is currently in the second year of a ten-year contract with CenturyLink. While Google Fiber presents

an exciting opportunity, it may be several years before it has sufficient installed capacity to service the entire

community as both Google Fiber and Daybreak expand west. If Google Fiber is in a position to serve the

community as a whole, they could potentially be a bidder during the next contract cycle.

If you have questions regarding the construction of new homes and amenities, please contact the Developer at

info@daybreakutah.com.

If you have questions regarding the events, clubs, etc. in Daybreak, please contact LiveDaybreak at

information@livedaybreak.com.

If you have questions regarding the management of the community such as dues, parks, amenities, etc. please contact

the Association at daybreak@ccmcnet.com.

If you have questions regarding parking, streets, sidewalks, etc., please contact the City of South Jordan at

info@sjc.utah.gov.
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5. Is there more housing planned for Lake Run, Grandville and Lake Ave? More green space is needed.

Possibly some playground area in this open space?

The area between Lake Run Road and the MVC is considered part of Daybreak’s Town Center. It is currently

undergoing analysis and planning for development. This will be a dynamic area featuring an urban feel while

combining housing, commercial locations, office space, green spaces and entertainment options.

 

6. Path lighting around the lake is not functioning. What is the plan for repair?

Repairs to the lighting around the lake are still planned. However, the amount initially budgeted may not

extend as far due to supply chain issues and contractor availability for something of this size. We hoped that

prices would settle back down after the spike in steel and copper last summer. While prices have decreased

a bit, other issues still affect costs. We are currently looking at breaking it into phases and addressing it as

smaller projects. Management and the NAC have walked and mapped the lake for all known lights and

potential best locations for future lights. We hope to have a more concrete plan in place later this spring.
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